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Abstract: Integration of archaeology, modern genetics, and ancient DNA holds promise for the
reconstruction of the human past. We examine the advances in research on the indigenous peoples
of Polynesia to determine: (1) what do archaeological and genetic data (ancient and modern DNA)
tell us about the origins of Polynesians; and, (2) what evidence is there for long-distance travel
and contacts between Polynesians and indigenous populations of the Americas? We note that the
general dispersal pattern of founding human populations in the remote islands of the Pacific and
long-distance interaction spheres continue to reflect well-established models. New research suggests
that the formation of an Ancestral Polynesia Culture in Western Polynesia may have involved
differential patterns of dispersal followed by significant later migrations. It has also been suggested
that the pause between the settlement of Western and Eastern Polynesia was centuries longer than
currently thought, followed by a remarkably rapid pulse of island colonization. Long-distance travel
between islands of the Pacific is currently best documented through the sourcing of artifacts, while
the discovery of admixture of Native American DNA within the genome of the people from Easter
Island (Rapa Nui) is strong new evidence for sustained contacts between Polynesia and the Americas.
Keywords: human diversity in prehistory; archaeology; ancient DNA; Polynesia

1. Introduction
The biogeographical metaphor of islands ‘as natural laboratories’ has been useful in focusing
research on the long-term histories of the people of Polynesia and elsewhere [1–3]. In contemporary
ecological and archaeological research, the metaphor has been replaced by one of ‘islands as model
systems’ for understanding human ecodynamics [4,5]. Here, we review advances in archaeological
and genetic research over the past decade to address two questions that have been central to the region:
(1) what do archaeological and genetic data (ancient & modern DNA) tell us about the origins of
Polynesians; and, (2) what do these same lines of evidence tell us about long-distance contacts between
Polynesians and indigenous populations of the Americas before European contact? In principle, the
integration of evidence from archaeology, genetics of contemporary populations, and ancient DNA
holds significant promise for the reconstruction of the human past [6–9]. In practice, the inherent
limitations to each of these approaches, and the large and growing technical knowledge required to
read across disciplines, makes identifying and reconciling the differences problematic.
Today, we see that the initial emphasis on isolation by scholars is evolving to more explicitly
include how interactions between island communities shaped human history [10]. As advances in
techniques used as archaeological and genetic metrics of interaction become a regular part of how
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Eastern Polynesia can be further divided, based on geographic, cultural, and linguistic criteria, into
Central Eastern Polynesia (Society Islands, Cook Islands, Marquesas) and Marginal Eastern Polynesia,
as defined by the three island groups at the points of the triangle. In addition to these three categories
(Western, Central Eastern, and Marginal Eastern) there is a group of islands outside of the triangle
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called the Polynesian Outliers that notably includes the island of Tikopia. At the time of European
contact, these islands were home to communities speaking a Polynesian language. A small number of
islands within Polynesia show signs of human settlement in the past but were unoccupied at the time
of European contact; these are sometimes referred to as the ‘Mystery Islands’ [12].
The question of the origins of Polynesians in Western scholarship tracks the evolution of
thinking about cultures more generally, but relevant here are two intellectual developments that
have been foundational to increasingly sophisticated models of culture history based on historical
linguistics, comparative ethnography, human biology, and archaeology. First, there is a broad
consensus that a single archaeological culture called Lapita—ultimately related to populations in
Asia and New Guinea—is responsible for pushing beyond the islands of the Western Pacific occupied
during the Pleistocene era, called Near Oceania, into the more isolated islands of Remote Oceania.
The geographic distribution of the Lapita sites shows a common ancestry of people across the line
drawn by d’Urville between Melanesia and Polynesia. Second, Kirch and Green [13] have made the case
for the development of an Ancestral Polynesian Culture (APC) as derived from the Lapita in Western
Polynesia prior to the settlement of Central and then Marginal Eastern Polynesia. Strong advocates for
an historical anthropology, they used a “triangulation method” for making these distinctions between
homologies, analogies, and synologies (borrowing) [14], based on the tacking between historical
linguistics, comparative ethnography, and archaeology.
Over the past decade, two additional hypotheses have been proposed that, if supported by the
balance of evidence, would be of great significance to human diversity in the origins of Polynesian
peoples. The first proposes that multiple founding groups settled Polynesia [15–18]. Most syntheses
suggest that the first people to leave Near Oceania and settle the islands of Tonga and Sāmoa were
part of the larger Eastern Lapita archaeological culture, and it was this community that evolved in
situ to become Ancestral Polynesian Culture. Several researchers have raised the possibility that the
two island groups’ early culture histories were distinct, and that in Sāmoa, initial settlement was
unsuccessful, and followed by significant later migrations during the post-Lapita era from Micronesia.
If this were the case, than the implication is that some of the social and cultural traits that have been
attributed to local development may have been the result of migration and/or diffusion.
The second proposes that Eastern Polynesia was settled recently and rapidly [19]. A new synthesis
of radiocarbon dates posits that the pause in settlement from Western to Eastern Polynesia was
centuries longer than currently thought, and that the islands of Eastern Polynesia were settled in
a rapid dispersals with a short 70 to 265 year long pause between Central Eastern Polynesia and
Marginal Eastern Polynesia. If this were the case, than cultural, linguistic, and social diversification
was also more recent and rapid than previously thought.
2.1. Archaeology
With the invention of radiocarbon dating archaeologists have used absolute dates to estimate when
people first arrived in a given island group. On the broadest time scale, radiometric dating has told us
that the colonization of Pacific Islands did not progress in a regular or predictable fashion, and thus
in retrospect, it is sometimes described as having occurred in ‘pulses’ and ‘pauses’. The pulse-pause
pattern relevant here began with the rapid colonization of the islands of Remote Oceania by Lapita
peoples, followed by a pause in eastward progression in what would become Western Polynesia, and
then the last pulse of movement out into Eastern Polynesia. Below, we address how this story has been
modified, refined, and revised over the past ten years in the archaeology of Polynesia, beginning with
a trend that we call the ‘new chronometric hygiene’.
2.1.1. The New Chronometric Hygiene
The term ‘chronometric hygiene’ entered into literature more than twenty years ago in Spriggs
and Anderson’s [20] call for more strict criteria for accepting radiocarbon dates based on their context,
material, and quality of the laboratory where the analysis was performed. This has shifted the bar
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higher for accepting new results and has been the inspiration for re-dating sites where early dates
had been reported. Allen and Huebert [21] have reviewed which plant taxa are likely to yield good
results. Others have continued to refine how best to calibrate marine carbon results [22,23], which are
especially important given how commonly fish and shellfish are found in Oceania, and how variable
the marine calibration is across space. Rieth and Athens [24] have discussed the best practices in
collecting and reporting context of samples bound for radiocarbon dating and Smith [25] has proposed
a method to regularize the placement of radiocarbon results within the chronology of New Zealand.
A number of islands have had thorough critical reviews of reported radiocarbon dates in order to
sort results into three categories: reliable results that meet all our current standards for best practices,
dates that may be correct but we cannot say for certain, and those that must be outright rejected for
the Hawaiian Islands, see [26–28]; for Sāmoa, see [29]; and, for Rapa Nui, see [30]. By far, the largest
category is the second. These are dates for which we lack the requisite information about context
or material, or which have laboratory results that have large error bars, and so exist in scholarly
limbo—not enough information to accept them, nor enough to outright reject them.
Better practices in selecting material to radiocarbon date, the critical review of reported dates,
and the re-dating of sites once thought to be early in local sequences are in-line with the original
‘chronometric hygiene’ as advocated by Spriggs and Anderson [20]. One solution to the small number
of acceptable dates—called here the ‘new chronometric hygiene’—has grown in popularity. It creates
strict criteria for accepting dates and then applies a statistical model to compensate for the small
sample size. Rieth and Cochrane [18] distinguish between two types of statistical models, pooling
dates e.g., [19], and Bayesian models e.g.,[31]. The use of statistical reasoning is of course a part of
the interpretation of all radiometric results, and is not the thing that sets these apart from the ‘re-date
and revise’ response we have seen following the original call for chronometric hygiene. We begin by
presenting the historical models proposed by the new chronometric hygiene and then discuss some of
the underlying theories that have been driving this line of inquiry, and the counter-evidence.
The highest profile example of the new chronometric hygiene is a pooled dates study by
Wilmshurst et al.’s [19] (p. 1815) proposing a “recent and rapid” colonization of Eastern Polynesia.
The authors created a large database of published radiocarbon dates (n = 1434) from “at least 45 East
Polynesian islands covering all of the major archipelagos” [19] (p. 1815). After rejecting 86% of these
dates based on a number of criteria (context, material, error range), they accept 207 dates (Class 1).
The dates are then pooled by island group and their probabilities summed. The result is a shorter
‘pause’ between the settlement of Western Polynesia and Central Eastern Polynesia, and the subsequent
settlement of Marginal Eastern Polynesia (70–265 years). This same method was applied on a database
of dates from Hawai’i Island [28].
Critics have pointed out that Wilmshurst et al.’s [19] approach has some fundamental flaws and
yields dates that are definitively post-colonization. Mulrooney et al. [32] found inaccuracies in their
summary of published radiocarbon dates, exclusion of valid colonization dates, and biases in their
statistical analysis [33]. Kirch [34] (p. 16), notes their approach “depends on a fairly extreme form of
chronometric hygiene”. Further, Wilmshurst et al. [19] rely heavily on New Zealand as their model for
approaching the problem of dating colonization. Indeed, ~50% of Class 1 dates are from New Zealand
because colonization era sites there have high archaeological visibility and new sites are regularly
found; on average two to three new sites per year (Source: ArchSite, archsite.org.nz). These conditions
are excellent for dating colonization no matter what method is used. For example, Dye [35], who
also echoes the widely held concern that “the criteria employed by Wilmshurst et al. appear to have
been too strict, resulting in an estimate of the settlement date that is too young”, recently conducted a
Bayesian analysis for the colonization of New Zealand that would narrow the window to within a
40 year span (1270–1309, 95% highest posterior density). This incredible precision is not an accident; it
is based on pools of pre-colonization dates (n = 10) and post-colonization dates (n = 108) that are many
times larger than any other estimate for island colonization. Wilmshurst et al.’s expectation that the
same analytical tool will achieve identical results on the other island groups is simply unrealistic.
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2.1.2. Chronology of Settlement of Western Polynesia
It has been an active decade in the pursuit of Polynesia’s earliest communities. Not long after
the publication of the recent and rapid model [19], Burley et al. [36] presented evidence for the
earliest secure dates of human activity in Polynesia, specifically uranium series dates on coral artifacts
(2838 ± 8 BP) and supporting radiocarbon dates from Nukuleka on Tongatapu Island in the Ha‘apai
Group in Tonga [37]. Burley and colleagues have also worked on the problem of sketching out
the earliest communities across Tonga, noting that there is good reason to believe colonization was
simultaneous across the three major island groups within the Tonga, although Vava‘au group dates
are slightly later [38], and the strongest evidence for early human presence on Nuitongatapu, at
the archipelago’s northern extreme, is the presence of volcanic glass from there showing up in the
earliest deposits on Tongatapu. In Tonga, founding period sites bearing Lapita pottery give way to a
Polynesian Plainware phase, followed by a loss of ceramics during a formative phase, before there are
clear material signs of Tongan chiefdoms.
The question of Sāmoa’s earliest communities is more problematic. In Sāmoa, the Mulifanua site
remains the sole evidence for a founding Lapita population (~2500 BP), with a gap of 350 years until
there is a strong signal of human occupation (~1700 BP). Rieth and Cochrane [18] (pp. 337–338) cite
years of research that have failed to fill this gap as evidence that “it is more likely that the lack of Lapita
and immediately post-Lapita sites is not a function of site visibility and research intensity, but represents
a severely diminished or absent prehistoric population”. This position is supported by a spatial analysis
by Rieth et al. [39] and by Cochrane et al.’s [17] detailed study of coastal geomorphology that suggests
that the attractive coastal plains in Sāmoa may not have formed until later in its cultural history.
One area where researchers largely agree that archaeological visibility has also proved to be an
impediment has been in the identification of Ancestral Polynesian Culture (APC) [13] (p. 64). Kirch and
Green’s [13] book-length treatise on the origins of the post-settlement ethno-genesis set out a method
to triangulate—through historical linguistics, comparative ethnography, and archaeology—Polynesian
culture history distinct from other descendants of Lapita peoples. Given the scale of their synthesis,
which has direct implications for islands in Western Polynesia and knock-on effects for how we view
Eastern Polynesia’s past, it is unsurprising that it has yet to be systematically tested with new evidence.
Smith [40] has noted conservativeness in material culture as being at odds with the notion of an APC.
However, conservativeness in material culture, such as fishing gear, is something that can be seen across
the historic era [16], despite it being a period of intense social and cultural change. Conservativeness in
material culture across Oceania is a particularly intractable problem in reconstructing culture histories
of the Polynesian outliers. Davidson [41] (p. 1) has noted that if Nukuoro “had been uninhabited at
the time of European contact it would never have been recognised as a Polynesian outlier” despite
years of research. The notable exception to this is Tikopia’s Tuakamali Phase (AD 1200 to 1800) [42]
where the novel introduction of Sāmoan-styled adzes gives us a material signal of new arrivals.
New research in Western Polynesia broadly, and the 350 year long gap in Sāmoa’s early record
specifically, have naturally led archaeologists to question the notion that the early culture histories of
Tonga and Sāmoa were “interwoven and virtually homogeneous” as they are sometimes presumed
to have been [16] (p. 3). Burley and Addison [16] cite contrasting patterns in current evidence of
settlement patterns, ceramics, adze style, and the use of shell as pointing to two scenarios: (1) the
founding communities of Sāmoa diverged strongly and rapidly in terms of material culture from the
Eastern Lapita origins that they share with Tonga’s founding communities; or, (2) that there was a
second colonization event ~2500 BP that did not originate from Tonga. Here, they draw on Addison and
Matisoo-Smith’s [15] recent proposition that Green’s Triple-I model (intrusion, innovation, integration)
for the origins of Lapita peoples may help to explain the origins of Polynesians. The Western Polynesian
Triple-I model, as they call it, begins with the intrusion of Lapita peoples into the unoccupied islands,
followed by the innovation of some traits in situ. What sets the model apart is that the authors invoke
an undocumented movement of people through the low islands of Micronesia ~1500 BP and credit
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them with introducing new lineages of dogs, rats, and chickens, as well as an increase in evidence for
occupation of Sāmoa.
The animal commensal evidence used to support the Western Polynesian Triple-I model relies
on several shaky premises, including that ‘patchy’ evidence of domesticates is not an artifact of
taphonomic processes or sampling. In Table 1, we give a summary of all modern and ancient
commensal animal genetic data for four taxa: rat (Rattus exulans), pig (Sus scrofa), chicken (Gallus gallus),
and dog (Canis lupus fimiliaris) (after [43], with additions from [44,45]). There is clearly far more
coverage for Melanesia and Eastern Polynesia, the two spatial-temporal endpoints of the dispersal
of people in to Polynesia. The regions that are of direct interest for accepting or rejecting the
hypothesis—Western Polynesia and Micronesia—are represented by only 35 ancient and modern
samples, or less than 6% of published data, with no coverage for dogs. Oversampling is a problem in
both ancient and modern data, for example 73% of ancient rat data is from New Zealand and 98% of
modern chicken data is from Vanuatu. We also note that examples of modern and archaeological pig
samples from New Zealand represent a post-European introduction. Commensal plants—(banana
(Musa sp.), bottle gourd (Lagenaria siceraria), breadfruit (Artocarpus spp.), coconut (Cocos nucifera),
kava (Piper methysticum), paper mulberry (Broussoneria papyrifera), sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas), taro
(Colocasia esculenta), and ti (Cordyline fruticosa)—are equally problematic in that the data is exclusively
from modern or herbarium specimens, with 97% to 21% of published samples from a single island or
island group [43,46–48].
Table 1. Summary of Genetic Evidence from Commensal Animals (Modern/Ancient). A total of
596 individuals—408 modern and 188 ancient—have been published; in most cases portions mtDNA.
After [43].
Taxa
Rat (Rattus exulans)
Modern: 266 Ancient: 115
Total: 381
Pig (Sus scrofa)
Modern: 88
Ancient: 6
Total: 94
Chicken (Gallus gallus)
Modern: 48
Ancient: 31
Total: 79
Dog (Canis lupus fimiliaris)
Modern: 6
Ancient: 36
Total: 40
Modern: 408
Ancient: 188

Melanesia

Micronesia

Western Polynesia

Polynesian Outliers

Eastern Polynesia

86/16

3/3

2/3

0/5

175/88

47/0

5/5

0/1

0/1

36/4

43/3

5/4

0/4

0/2

0/18

6/1

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/33

182/20

13/12

2/8

0/8

211/143

Another major study on origins, Burley’s [49] synthesis of the polygenesis of Fijian culture
and society is founded on the accumulation of evidence that the division between Melanesia and
Polynesia has its roots in the differential timing and source of founding populations and post-settlement
movements. This study, like the West Polynesian Triple-I Model, asks archaeologists to take a hard look
at the evidence to date and reject the premise that the islands of Remote Oceania have a high degree of
uniformity, and once settled, were largely isolated from each other. As Kirch [50] has pointed out, we
cannot maintain a Wave of Advance model for the colonization of Fiji and Western Polynesia. We also
note that in Micronesia, the ‘breadfruit revolution’ hypothesis [51] adds another layer of complexity,
explaining common traits seen across the region by a boom in population in the Eastern Caroline
Islands following the invention of hybrid tree crops; in effect, an e pluribus unum (one out of many) or
multi-phyletic origins for Micronesian cultures.
2.1.3. Chronology of Settlement of Eastern Polynesia
The flurry of publications on the settlement of Eastern Polynesia belies the wide consensus on
what has been dubbed the ‘short chronology’. Archaeologists in Central Eastern Polynesia have been
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hard at work documenting foundation communities [52–56]. The settlement of island groups like
the Society Islands, Marquesas, and Cook Islands are particularly important to piecing together the
sequence of settlement of the remainder of unoccupied Eastern Polynesia; however, there remain large
gaps in our knowledge and ambiguous results. For example, Allen [57] (p. 1) provides a thorough
review of the current evidence for the settlement of the Hawaiian Islands, judging the evidence
“sufficient to continue entertaining the possibility that the Marquesas Islands were a departure point
for the Polynesian settlers of Hawai’i, although many uncertainties remain”.
In the furthest corners of the region called Marginal Eastern Polynesia, the date for the first New
Zealanders remains unchanged, ca. AD 1250. New work at the Wairau Bar site has lent further support
to the site’s status as among the earliest in New Zealand, occupied when there was movement of
people from tropical Polynesia and the now extinct moa was still present on the landscape [58–63].
Anderson [64] reported that human presence on the subantarctic Auckland Islands during New
Zealand’s Early Period, which together with dates from other groups (Kermadecs, Norfolk Islands,
and somewhat later, the Chathams) point to a near simultaneous arrival of people in the southern
extreme of Marginal Eastern Polynesia.
Athens and colleagues [31,35,65] have made much progress in specifying the date of colonization
of the Hawaiian Islands from ‘after AD 800’ to between AD 940–1129 (95% highest posterior density);
an estimate that has been reached by Kirch [34] as well. The precision in these estimates is in part
thanks to the largely accepted hypothesis that the introduction of the Polynesian rat (Rattus exulans)
caused a massive transformation of lowland vegetation by eating the seeds of indigenous palms
(Pritchardia sp.). Hunt and Lipo [66] extended this to the case of Rapa Nui, arguing that their dates
from the Anakena site mark the onset of human occupation and rapid demise of the palm forests there
around AD 1200. This would put the settlement of Rapa Nui between the dates from Hawai’i and
those from New Zealand. Not all scholars are convinced, but a date of settlement that is not a great
deal earlier than Hawai’i and not a great deal later than New Zealand is likely. The ‘recent and rapid’
dispersal postulated by [19] cites the increasing the similarity in dates of colonization for Marginal
Eastern Polynesia as supporting their position.
The long-standing objection by Anderson about the presumed ability of navigators [67], has
entered a new chapter as more, and more refined, data are known regarding El Nino/Southern
Osculation (ENSO) and how it may have influenced past sailing conditions. In a number of publications,
Anderson has promoted the notion of ENSO forcing e.g., [68,69], which put simply, explains the
pauses-and-pulses in colonization and long-distance voyaging by reference to climate-induced
conditions that compelled people to increase (pulse) or decrease (pause) their activity, see also [70].
Computer models of ancient sailing conditions have in some cases confirmed what we have suspected
based on archaeological and/or linguistic evidence, as such identifying Sāmoa as a natural bottleneck
location for the pause-pulse in west-to-east colonization across the Pacific [71]. Other models have
highlighted alternative source locations for settlement between sub-regions that have yet to be raised
by archaeological, genetic, or linguistic based evidence [72,73]. ENSO forcing and proposed alternative
routes to colonization are intriguing ideas, and with tighter chronologies and better computer models,
we hope that these can either be accepted or rejected.
One study that has relevance across Polynesia is Walter et al.’s [74] application of the notion
of a shift from a ‘colonizer’ to a ‘trader’ mode of interaction in New Zealand. The authors use
the drop off in North Island obsidian (specifically Mayor Island Obsidian) found on South Island
sites and the increase in South Island nephrite in North Island sites as indicative of a pattern seen
at different timescales across the Pacific. In short, early communities naturally isolated from their
external homeland interact freely and intensely with one another when establishing a viable founding
population. Later, this ‘colonizer’ motivated interaction is replaced by fewer long-distance contacts and
those contacts change in character to being one motivated by trade between established communities.
Subsequent reexamination of South Island assemblages has found a remarkable diversity of North
Island obsidians suggesting that the social divisions evident in later Māori history may be rooted
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in the Early Period [75,76]. New isotopic data from human bone at Wairau Bar, specifically dietary
stable isotopes and 87Sr/86Sr, has produced results that have been interpreted as being indicative of
high local mobility [77,78], sex-specific diets [79], and a split over whether the evidence supports the
interpretation that the group includes the first generations of settlers from tropical Polynesia.
2.2. Modern DNA
Elsewhere, modern genetic data have demanded a significant revision of archaeologically derived
models, not so in Polynesia. In Polynesian research, the accumulated genetic data are largely congruent
with the archaeological and linguistic data. Blood proteins, globin genes, mitochondrial DNA, and
recently gut bacteria e.g., [80], reinforce the standard model of human dispersal with the notable
exception of previously unknown sex-specific patterns found in human genetics. Specifically, modern
maternally inherited mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) shows a strong connection with island Southeast
Asia, and Taiwan, in particular, is consistent with archaeological models [81–84], with about 96% of
mtDNA lineages in Polynesia being rooted in Asian populations and the rest being New Guinean in
origin. In contrast, only about a third of the paternally inherited Y-chromosomes among Polynesians
are Asian in origin, with the other two-thirds coming from New Guinea [85], see also [86]. Sex-biased
dispersal has been documented by using genetic data to model other Neolithic expansions but we note
that direct evidence from ancient DNA is far too limited to allow for a nuanced understanding of this
general pattern.
Next generation sequencing of the full genome of modern people’s mitochondrial DNA has
opened up new opportunities for specifying population histories that would otherwise remain hidden
due to the limited variability in mtDNA in Polynesia. We note two promising discoveries but it is
important to keep in mind, that, while our interest is in pre-contact trends in island colonization and
interaction, that there are post-contact processes that influence the modern picture (demographic
collapse, introduction of new mtDNA lineages), and there continues to be small sample sizes of
mitochondrial genomes in Polynesia. At present, only 462 people’s mtDNA have been published with
half from Western Polynesia (Tonga and Sāmoa, n = 99; other Western Polynesian islands, n = 118)
and half from Eastern Polynesia (Central Eastern Polynesia represented by Cook Islands, n = 65; and
Marginal Eastern Polynesia represented by the Hawaiian Islands, n = 160, and New Zealand, n = 20).
With those caveats, the most recent revision of mtDNA haplogroups [87] clearly show an increase in the
frequency of haplogroup B from Papua New Guinea and nearby islands at 60–40%, to over 80% in Fiji,
and +90% among Polynesians (Figure 2). Within haplogroup B, the subgroup B4 accounts for nearly
all individuals, but with the increased resolution allowed by sequencing complete mitochondrial
genomes we can see that Fiji and Western Polynesia show the same frequencies of different B4 lineages,
especially B4a1a, B4a1a1a and their sublineages (Figure 3). A 9-base pair deletion in mtDNA, part
of a set of mutations, commonly known as the ‘Polynesian motif’, is a defining characteristic of the
B4a1a1a group. Comparing Western Polynesia with Central Eastern Polynesia (Cook Islands), we
see a much higher frequency of the B4a1a1m and B4a1a1m1 lineages that are found at low frequency
across the Western Pacific. We also see higher frequencies of B4a1a1c, a lineage so far found only
in modern Polynesia. Comparing Central Eastern Polynesia with Marginal Eastern Polynesia (the
Hawaiian Islands), this lineage jumps again in frequency to account for most mtDNA. If these trends
are rooted in pre-contact settlement and interaction, then they are good indicators of the effect of
bottlenecks in the settlement of Eastern Polynesia out of Western Polynesia. We currently have no
comparative datasets from Micronesia, however, the data as they are today can be explained without
the introgression of novel mtDNA linages from other islands. In other words, modern mtDNA across
Polynesia is consistent with the present model of human colonization of the Pacific.
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3. Long-Distance Contacts between Polynesians and Native Americas
It has been well established that there were contacts in the pre-European era between Polynesia
and the Americas. The sweet potato, an American domesticated plant, has been found in Polynesia
dated to AD 1000 [90], and has thus proved robust evidence in support of trans-Pacific contact see
for example [91], although it should be noted that trans-Pacific natural dispersal continues to be
evaluated [92]. A suite of research has made some extraordinary claims for new lines of evidence
of more regular contact and a re-examination of the importance of diffusion to explain the changes
in technology, culture, and society [93]. Specifically, Jones and Klar [93] present a hypothesis that
Polynesian-American contact was responsible for the diffusion of a number of traits (sailing technology,
fishhook style), linguistic isolate terms, and the well-established transfer of domesticated sweet potato
(Ipomoea batatas). Following critiques from experts on the archaeology of Polynesia [70] and the
Americas [94], the hypothesis has been developed through an edited volume [95].
Here, we focus on three high-profile cases of new claims that support Jones and Klar’s model of
Polynesian-American contact: (1) direct evidence for transfer of the domesticated chicken (Gallus gallus)
from Polynesia to South America [96–102]; and, (2) skulls of two Polynesians within collections of
human remains attributed to a Native American group in Central-Eastern Brazil (Botocudo) [103]; and,
(3) full genomic study of modern Rapa Nui indicating pre-European contact admixture with Native
Americans [104].
3.1. Archaeology
The physical evidence of interactions between Polynesian communities has been the focus of
intense study for many years, and over the past decade we have seen a massive leap forward in the
geochemical matching of artifacts—primarily volcanic stone—to their likely source [105] and advances
in studies of pottery in Western Polynesia [106]. The documentation of long-distance travel between
the islands of Polynesia has seen some major advances, although still remains plagued by small sample
sizes, in part due to the inherent rareness of well-traveled artifacts. Beginning on the largest scale,
the material linking Western and Eastern Polynesia is still uncommon, and has some significant gaps.
For example, there is no material that provides an unambiguous and direct link between Marginal
Eastern Polynesia and Western Polynesia. Twenty years ago, 11 basalt artifacts found in the Cook
Islands (on Mangaia, n = 4; Rarotonga, n = 3; Aitutaki, n = 2; and Mauke, n = 2) [107–109] were shown
to have been made from material naturally found in Western Polynesia (basalt from Tutulia in Sāmoa).
To that group, there has been added a single tentative identification of a basalt artifact found in Tonga
that has been sourced to Society Islands [110]. There are of course isolated reports of Fijian pottery in
the Marquesas [111], but as has been long established, pottery production ceased in Western Polynesia
before the settlement of Eastern Polynesia.
New research has helped to define regional hubs of interaction within Polynesia—one in Western
Polynesia and the other in Central Eastern Polynesia—that, as noted above, were linked with one
another. A recent summary of the long distance movement of artifacts within, and beyond, the islands
of Western Polynesia suggests that the movement of stone tools reflects late pre-contact political
integration [110]. Clark et al. [110] used the distribution and the relative frequency of adzes and
adze flakes, especially Tutulia basalt from Sāmoa, as a metric for the evolution of a powerful polity
sometimes called the ‘Tongan Maritime Empire’. The high volume of stone being brought to the heart
of the Tongan state was unprecedented and the geographic span of adzes speaks to the fact that this
social shift was not exclusive to the Sāmoa-Tonga-Fiji exchanges noted in oral tradition, but was far
reaching. In the case of Sāmoa, Cochrane and Reith [112] (p. 6), observe, “... lithic artefacts were
transferred rarely and in very small proportions within Sāmoa or beyond the archipelago for the first
1500 years of prehistory. Beginning about 1200 calBP, intra-archipelago transfers of basalts increase
slightly in frequency and in distance, and after another 300–400 years, basalts from Sāmoa, particularly
Tutuila, are transferred across the central and south-west Pacific, although they never comprise more
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than about 10% of a lithic assemblage, except at Lapaha, Tonga”. After 1800 calBP, ceramics follow the
same pattern noted in lithic transfers.
Not all material was transferred as widely, or with as high a frequency, as basalt adzes.
For example, with rare exceptions, there is much less evidence for interisland movement of pottery
or volcanic glass. Burley et al. [113] have investigated the sources of volcanic glass artifacts from
sites in the main Tongan archipelago (Vava’u n = 30 artifacts; Ha’apai n = 12 artifacts; and Tongatapu
n = 9 artifacts), Niuatoputapu (n = 17 artifacts), and Sāmoa (n = 48 artifacts). The geochemistry of
natural volcanic glass sources of Niuatoputapu (located between Tonga and Sāmoa) come from Kirch’s
excavations at the Nt 90 site (Kirch 1988, n = 75 grab samples across excavation context) and Sāmoa
natural source material comes from sites on Tutuila (n = 10 samples) and 0 Upolu (n = 38). Artifacts
made from Niuatoputapu glass were found in small quantities in archaeological sites across Tonga;
a distance of 600 km. No glass from this source was found in Sāmoa, however, one piece of Sāmoan
volcanic glass was found on one of the northern islands of the main Tongan island groups (Vava’u
group), accounting for 1 out of 9 samples of geochemically assayed artifacts from the site of Vana on
the island of Pangaimotu. This artifact was found in a post-600 BP context (aceramic), and attributed
to transfer during the heyday of the Tongan Maritime Empire. Research on pottery in Sāmoa [114] and
Tonga [106] further underline the limited evidence for the movement of goods between islands.
In addition to Western Polynesia, we have also seen advances in defining the interaction within
a second geographic sub-section of Polynesia; the islands in Central Eastern Polynesia. Allen and
colleagues have identified the Eiao Island basalt source from the Marquesas Islands as far away as the
Line Islands, Southern Cook Islands, and Mangareva, and across the Tuamotus [41]. Collerson and
Weisler [115] used surface collected adzes in the Tuamotu Islands to document the presence of material
from virtually all the surrounding island groups in Central Eastern Polynesia (e.g., Austral Islands,
Pitcairn Group), as well as a single adze (C7727) linked to the island of Kaho’olawe in the Hawaiian
archipelago, but made in the 3A adze style not otherwise found in Hawai’i. Anderson [116] and others
have pointed out the inherent difficulty in using these surface finds to make sweeping statements about
long-distance travel. In a forum in the Journal of Island and Coastal Archaeology, Anderson frames the
problem in terms of what he calls ‘traditionalism’ versus ‘historicity’; the former broadly drawing upon
oral traditions referring to distant islands, and the latter narrowly focusing on documentary evidence.
Thanks to new research in the Society Islands [117] and Austral Islands [54,118], we have the first
documented cases of movement of volcanic stone artifacts between neighboring islands in Central
Eastern Polynesia. On the small island of Mo’orea in the Society Islands, Kahn et al. [99] used a
two step methodology where 198 volcanic stone artifacts were screened using non-destructive XRF
(X-ray Fluorescence) to divide them into two groups, and then a sub-set analyzed with the WD-XRF
(Wavelength Dispersive X-ray Fluorescence) method (n = 47). The results, when compared with other
published geochemistry, showed that one geochemical group (Group B) was local (i.e., from the island
of Mo’orea), and the other (Group A) included local stone and non-local stone from the two closest
islands. These non-local samples (n = 14) constituted 30% of the sub-sample tested, that most likely
came from Tahiti (26%, ~19 km away) with many fewer from Ra’itea (4%, ~190 km away). Interestingly,
there was no correlation between the relative rank of the households where non-local stone artifacts
where found, however, there was dramatic bias toward sites of religious ritual, accounting for 67% of
non-local stone. The authors suggest this is “indicative of exchange among both social elites and ritual
elites, such as priests and craft specialists (tahua) who were often of the upper classes” [117] (p. 1201).
They also note the lack of extra-regional stone from the Marquesas or Sāmoa at these post- AD 1350
sites is consistent with the evolution of a local prestige economy after long-distance travel had declined.
Rollet et al. [118] also apply a destructive WD-XRF method on samples representing the Vitaria Adze
Quarry on Rarutu in the Austral Islands along with three adzes from the Peabody Museum. Based
on their results, and a re-consideration of the identity of previously published samples, we now have
artifacts that represent movement between islands (n = 2; from Raratu or Tubuai to Raivavae), artifacts
created from Austral volcanic stone found in neighboring archipelagos (n = 1 in Tuamotus; n = 2 in the
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Cook Islands), and an artifact imported to the Austral Islands from outside of the island group (n = 1,
Marquesas to Tubuai). Ditchfield et al.’s [119] work in the Cook Islands demonstrates the promise of
examining reduction sequences and to identify periods of greater and less frequent production.
There is at present, no strong artifact based evidence for trans-Pacific contacts. Ramírez-Aliaga [120]
reviewed several distinctly Polynesian artifact classes that have at different times been proposed as
having been transferred to South America: obsidian tools (mata’a), clubs (patu), and stone adzes (toki).
The parallels in the form of artifacts center on comparisons of the Mapuche of coastal Chile and
Marginal Eastern Polynesians, especially the archaeology of Rapa Nui and Aotearoa (New Zealand).
While there are uncanny similarities, and some linguistic evidence to suggest a Polynesian source, the
evidence in South America remains unconvincing. In the case of obsidian artifacts, “none . . . have a
secure provenance or have been found during well-controlled excavations” (p. 99). Clubs lack “secure
archaeological context” (p. 100). What the Mapuche call toki kura are, “axes of biplane to biconvex
section, with few adzes” (p. 104)—the Polynesian tradition is the opposite, adzes with few axes—and
the long-term local history of axe/adze technology in Americas remains undescribed.
3.2. Modern DNA
The strongest non-archaeological evidence of contacts between Polynesians and Native Americans
in the pre-European contact era is a genomic study of modern Rapa Nui indicating admixture with
Native Americans. This study focused on genetic data derived from 27 modern Rapa Nui. By assaying
for genetic variability across the nuclear genome Moreno-Mayar et al. [104] were able to disentangle
portions of the genomes showing shared sequences with Polynesia, as expected, as well as the Americas
and Europe. Further, by modeling demographic scenarios, the authors were able to estimate that
the likely timing of the admixture between Rapa Nui and Native Americans pre-dated Europeans.
Admixture levels were not high, resulting in only about 6% of modern Rapa Nui genomes deriving from
Native American sources, but they seem to indicate sufficiently extensive contact to result in offspring
of Rapa Nui and Native American parentage. More recent admixture with European populations
was more extensive, resulting in about 16% of modern Rapa Nui genomes originating among recent
European populations. Calibrating the genetic evidence to metrics of pre-contact interaction is of
course problematic, which brings us to the topic of the artifact evidence of travel and social interaction.
Over the past decade there have been a number of new genetic studies of plants and
animals known to have been transferred across the Pacific, including the sweet potato [121], bottle
gourd [122–124], paper mulberry [125,126], breadfruit [127], pigs [45], and dogs [128].
3.3. Ancient DNA
Much of the scholarly attention has been on a claim of direct evidence for the domesticated chicken
(Gallus gallus) in South America in cal AD 1304–1424 [81]. Major critiques, and the replies to those
critiques, center on two issues: the reliability of the radiocarbon date and the question of contamination
in the molecular identification of the bones at the Chilean site of El Arenal-1 [98,99,102,103,129]. Others
have pointed to alternative models for the evidence at hand [93,100,130]. In our view, the original
study’s authors have answered the question of marine carbon contribution but have yet to address the
question that the genetic sequences reported are the results of DNA contamination.
Recent ancient DNA studies of human skulls in the collections of the National Museum of Brazil
(Museu Nacional)/Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ), attributed to a Native American
group in Eastern-Central Brazil called the Botocudo have been shown to have mtDNA linages (B4a1a1a
and B4a1a1) [103] and nuclear DNA typical of Polynesians [131]. The skulls were accessioned in 1890
and direct radiocarbon dates clearly show that these individuals died post-Columbian contact with
the New World (AD 1492), and post-Magellan contact (AD 1521) in Oceania (Individual identified as
Bot15, OxA-27184, 408 ± 24 BP and AAR-17522, 417 ± 25 BP; and the individual identified as Bot17,
AAR-17657, 487 ± 25 BP). Malaspinas et al. [103] point out that there is a high probability that these
two people died before the traffic in EuroAmerican ships increased in AD 1760, but do not think it
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likely these were people who have traveled on early Western voyages. They suggest that these remains
are evidence of possible pre-contact expansion of people out of Polynesia. The authors do, however,
concede that there is no independent supporting evidence to connect Native Americans living in
Eastern-Central Brazil to Polynesia. We think it more likely that these are the skulls of two people who
died in Polynesia sometime early in the period of European voyaging, and whose graves were robbed
by later visitors, and then mistakenly grouped in collections with the remains of Native Americans.
4. Patterns of Dispersal, Interaction, and Isolation
Evidence from archaeology, modern genetics, and ancient DNA reflects the general dispersal
pattern of founding human populations in the remote islands of the Pacific and the long-distance
interaction spheres. New research, taken together, support well-established models [132] (Figure 1),
and may help refine patterns of dispersal, interaction, and isolation from long-distance contacts.
Figure 4 shows the general pattern of human dispersal and known long-distance interaction spheres.
One proposed hypothesis suggests that the formation of an Ancestral Polynesia Culture in Western
Polynesia may have involved differential patterns of dispersal, specifically a failed early settlement
of Sāmoa, followed by significant later migrations, possibly from Micronesia [15]. It has also been
suggested that the pause between the settlement of Western and Eastern Polynesia was centuries longer
than currently thought, followed by a remarkably rapid pulse of island colonization [19]. Both explain
the current gaps in our current body of knowledge, and as such, only time will tell if these gaps will
persist and/or new evidence presented in their support, or if these hypotheses will be falsified by
the discovery of countervailing evidence. Our review of long-distance travel between islands of the
Pacific clearly shows that best documented cases at present are based on sourcing of artifacts, with the
exception of the plant genetic and linguistic evidence of the transfer of the sweet potato to Polynesia
from the Americas (see also [72–74]). The discovery of admixture of Native American DNA within
the genome of the people of Easter Island (Rapa Nui) is strong new evidence for sustained contacts
between Polynesia and the Americas. All other evidence presented to date, in our view, requires
further research to confirm and eliminate alternative explanations.
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Figure 4. A model of cultural differentiation in Polynesia. In this general model, modified from Kirch
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5. Conclusions
5. Conclusions
With the growth of the field over the past decade we have seen lively debates on topics that
With the growth of the field over the past decade we have seen lively debates on topics that
have a long pedigree in Polynesia. The question of the origins of Polynesian peoples has evolved to a
have a long pedigree in Polynesia. The question of the origins of Polynesian peoples has evolved
stage where we can consider how differences in the early culture histories of Tonga and Sāmoa
to a stage where we can consider how differences in the early culture histories of Tonga and Sāmoa
contributed to the ethnogenesis, and next generation DNA sequencing of full mtDNA and nuclear
contributed to the ethnogenesis, and next generation DNA sequencing of full mtDNA and nuclear
DNA has exposed variability impossible to see using short-sequences of control regions. Statistical
DNA has exposed variability impossible to see using short-sequences of control regions. Statistical
approaches to dating settlement by Bayesian models and pooled radiocarbon probabilities—called
here the new chronometric hygiene—have taken center stage as the number of dates appropriate for
resolving the question of the arrival of people remains frustratingly small. This greater reliance on
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approaches to dating settlement by Bayesian models and pooled radiocarbon probabilities—called
here the new chronometric hygiene—have taken center stage as the number of dates appropriate for
resolving the question of the arrival of people remains frustratingly small. This greater reliance on
statistical modeling has been polarizing in the case of Wilmshurt et al.’s [19] push to revise settlement to
periods well after we have good site-based and paleo-environmental proxy evidence for the presence
of people. In other cases, it has produced results that independently support more conventional
methods of estimating the arrival of people. It is perhaps unnecessary to say that more securely dated
archaeological deposits will improve the current picture.
The physical evidence for long-distance interaction has advanced with a new geochemical
matching of artifacts to their natural source highlighting interaction spheres stretching across much of
Polynesia. We note that not all of the material types moved between islands with the same distance or
frequency, with basalt adzes traveling a great deal more than artifacts made of volcanic glass or pottery.
We now have more evidence linking Western Polynesia and Central Eastern Polynesia [110], artifacts
representing movements between the islands of Central Eastern Polynesia [118], and a single artifact
from Marginal Eastern Polynesia found in Central Eastern Polynesia [115]. There is also evidence of
travel between the islands of Western Polynesia and a number of islands in Micronesia and Melanesia,
including Polynesian Outlier islands [110]. The most widespread metric of travel beyond Western
Polynesia is currently basalt sourced to Sāmoa. While small assemblage sizes and poorly controlled
archaeological context continue to be problems for quantifying the degree of interaction and isolation
of island communities, what is beginning to emerge is a picture of linked regional hubs in Western
Polynesia and Central Eastern Polynesia connecting most of the remote islands in this area of the
Pacific. We see much less frequent long-distance travel originating, or ending, at the points of the
Polynesian triangle, and no artifact-based evidence for travel to or from the Americas.
Modern human genetics—which we should take care not to over-interpret since it is the
by-product of both pre- and post-European contact historical processes—suggest that there were
sex-specific patterns in the settlement of Polynesia with larger cohorts of male linages traced back
to Near Oceania and nearly all female linages back to Asia. At present we can confidently bracket
the earliest presence of people to Tonga in 2838 ± 8 BP dated by uranium series [37], supported by a
Bayesian model of radiocarbon dates from Lapita sites to 2863–2835 cal BP [38]. On the late end of the
settlement of Polynesia, New Zealand is dated through the Bayesian model of radiocarbon dates to
AD 1270–1309 [35].
Of the material evidence of contact with the Americas, direct AMS radiocarbon dates on sweet
potato remain our most secure archaeological signal of contact [see 90]. The exciting announcement of
the discovery of the Polynesian chicken in a pre-contact era site in South America (El-Arenel, Chile) has
unfortunately been blunted by the possibility of laboratory contamination and post-European contact
era. Polynesian remains reported in Brazilian collections, in our view, do not speak to pre-contact
Polynesian-American contact. This is not to say that there were no trans-Pacific long-distance contacts;
indeed the discovery of what appears to be pre-European contact admixture of Native American DNA
within the genome of Rapa Nui people is strong evidence for a period of sustained contacts.
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